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Alexander Kudryavtsev & Tatiana Pereliaeva 

STALINIST TOWN PLANNING IN MOSCOW 

Soviet town planning is a very important component of 
the economics and cullurc of the Stalinist epoch, a his-

torical experiment of the transformation of the urbaö envi-
ronment based on the totalitarian State establishment under 
the circumstances of a lack of a private property on land. 
The general appeal to the public "luxury for all" in the town 
planning served as a compensator for the poor living con-
ditions of the separate human being, and simultaneously 
was forming the new, may be utopian reality which made 
to believe in future, patiently to wait for it... "The Ideal City' 
has been realizing on the huge territory during several dec-
ades in historical and new towns, and especially in the res-
toration of cities destructed in the USSR during World War II 
(more than 1700 cities!). 

Soviet town-planning was supposed to be an alternative 
for the Second and Third World until the USSR downfall in 
1991. The V"' Congress of the International Union of Archi-
tects on the theme of construction and reconstruction of cit
ies from 1945 to 1957 which was held in Moscow in 1958 
became a triumph of soviet town planning. One of the prin-
ciple reporters, the Soviet architect N. Baranov wrote: "In 
the condltions of the socialist society where the political 
power and all material goods are owned by the people the 
ideal and artistic power of architecture and first of all the 
means of the spatial composition of the architectural en-
semble.s can be developped immeasurably more than in the 
precedent historical epochs. 

Bin there are the town planners with a different opinion. 
Maklng an attempt to compare architectures of west and 
east, some of western architects consider that the vast spa
tial compositions are pecular only to despotism. 

We suppose that those conclusions reflect a misunder-
standing of the fact that a lack of spacious architectural en-
sembles and a domination of town planning of a number of 
cuiintric.s by the separate buildings is a consequence of the 
supremaey of the private interests over the social ones. the 
results of spontaniety which depressed the needs of a de-
velopment of cities. The successful creation of the architec
ture of cities is unthinkable without the wide application of 
the ensemble principle of town planning. 

In the organic combination with a diversity of natural cir
cumstances the ensemble town planning is the main means 
of the creation of the complete city architecture, their bright 
individual image." 

All these principles were taken from the 1935 year's En-
aetment of the All Union Communist Party of Bolsheviks 
and the Soviet of Peoples' Commissars (government) on the 
General plan of reconstruction of Moscow which due to its 
influence on Soviet, European and world town planning 
can be considered as a "bible" of the Socialist reconstnic-
tion of towns. 

Before this Enactment special activities were undertaken 
in order to create a new professional mentality and new 
professional Boards acclaimed to realize "a new charge of 
party and government". These were created in 1933 by the 
All Union Academy of Architecture and the Moscow Archi
tectural Institute. The Palace of Soviets' competition was 
that one which showed to the whole world the changes in 
archiiectural and urban policy. On the pages of the newly 
created magazine Architectura SSSR' a lot of articles and 
disi ussions were dedicated to the i hallenges of town plan
ning between which it is necessary to emphasi/e The Riv
er and a City' by S. E. Chernyshev and 'Aboul an Architec
ture for the Capital City' by A. V. Bunin where the i hallenge 
to resolve Moscow as an artistic entity was formulated for 
the first time. As the basic principle it was supposed that the 
socialist city and first of all Moscow - "Red Moscow", "the 
capital of the socialist motheriand", the hope of the whole 
world" - is an expression of the ideals of the socialist so
ciety, its strueture, order and harmony. It should Ix- a city 
of a new type of the architecture of space - "the social 
Space dedicated to the mass actions". The architecture 
ought to be addressed not to the individual. but to the 
broad masses of working people, and later it led to the vio-
lation of the proportions of cities. ensembles. buildings, de-
tails. Squares, avenues, embankments. esplanades were 
coneeived for the grandiose movements of the crowd. 

Permanently it has been declared that the Soviet socialist 
city radically "differed" from the capitalist ones first of all by 
the "plannificated" character of its buildings. As the only 
right method of the Soviet town planning the "ensemble ap-
proach" was admitted. And the city itself transformed in a 
vast ensemble consisting of the whole hierarchy of the less 
important ensembles. It was approved that an ensemble is 
the highest step of the architectural creative activity. 

But the principle that the city is a result of the planned 
and scientifically justified action of a socialist society on the 
guidance of nature ("the transforming of nature" - bolh nat
ural and artificial ones) was considered of high importanec. 

Three objects were chosen: the historical environment. 
the river. the natural landscape and Vegetation. The gener
al aim was that instead of the traditional "capitalist" city 
with slums. the communist ideal city had to be erected in 
only 10 years. not as an utopia but as a reality. The model 
of the ideal city with the regulär plan, axial composition 
and classicist architecture was imposed on the existing his
torical city. The characteristics of this model were: the se
vere hierarchy of composition - the Subordination of pe-
riphery to the centre. the enlarged central ensemble and the 
hypertrophy of the inner spaces expressed in the social des-
tination of buildings. the Saturation of the high orientires 
closely linked to the main dominanta of the capital. 

< Detail of the poster In the Name ofCommunis»! by V. Goivrkov. Moscow 1951 
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According lo the magazine Architectura SSSR' Soviel ar-
chltects enthusiastically create in all cases and without any 
exceptions the centre as an unconditionally dominating 
C< tmplex Bin this fact Itself leads to the concentration of the 
biggest public buildings vvhich are most monumental and 
expressive by their Skyline. 

Iiistorital buildings which could be obstacles for the re
alization of such grandiose coneeptions had to Ix.' demol-
ished in favour of the future. It is interesting to underline 
the paradox of the General Plan of Moscow from 1935: It 
COnstitUted megalomania on one hand in its destruetion of 
the texture of the historical city, and the erection of repre-
sentative new buildings. and on the other hand. the city 
was still considered as an entire historical organism. Ac
cording to the General Plan of 1935 the historical city 
should have been conserved. but because of the construc-
tions in the centre of Moscow many architectural monu-
ments were destroyed in a barbaric way. 

The role of the main landscape and architectural axis of 
tili' city marked by the new monumental buildings, with the 
Palace of the Soviel at the head, was destinated to the Mos-
a i t t river. The construetions on the embankmenis had to 
impact strongly on the creation of a new Image of Moscow. 
The General Plan provided the following: a) The extension 
Ol (he city according to the historically esiablished radial 
innicntric System which included the rivers Moscow and 
Vau/a in the inner composition. and its perfection according 
to the needs of the contemporary city. b) A development of 
the central ensembles of the city vvhich are orientated direct
ly to the river. c) The design of the embankments as a ma-
jestic city highway architecturally saturated. unifying all the 
signifiant ensembles and gathering in a composition botfa 
parts of the city which are divided by the river. d) The util-
ization of embankments for the constmetion of residential 
quarters with comfortable housing alongside of them. e) A 
concentration along the river of great and important Spaces 
(of parks and Squares) with a definite funetion. supposed to 
aecomodate the majority of the city population. f) Conjunc-
tions Ix-tween these spaces and the river: highways. 
Squares, centres of housing districts. g) The realization. if 
possible, of the intervals constmeted by housing. 

Covered by granite the embankments had to become the 
transit highways. The grandiose Sightseeing could be 
opened in front of the traveller visiting Moscow in 1945. But 
there were realized only some pieces of embankments and 
the constmetion of new bridges. These bridges were erect-
ed in such a way to provide a passing of big ships from the 
Yolga river which sailed by the Channel Moscow-Volga. 

One of the principle idcas of the General Plan was also a 
transformation of the rivers Moscow and Yauza in the green 
zones and the creation of green zones along the radial high
ways until the city centre. This idea of the creation of an en
tire ensemble of parks alongside the whole sector of the riv
er permitted to gather big masses of people. Unfortunaiely 
only fragments were realized: Central Park of Culture and 
Rest (Park Gorky) and the Park of Moscow State l'niversi-
ty. the sportive complex at Luzhniki. Moscow of the future 
was dreamed as "a garden city", as "an artificial oasis in 
which the blossoming life of the whole geographic and his
torical space of our country must develop." 

For the realization of this symbolic and enire town plan-
ning ensemble which was foreseen in the General Plan of 

Moscow 1935, there were founded the projective architec-
tural-urbanistic Workshops under the guidance of V, Semjo-
nov and S, Chernyshev. 

The town planning activities began already in the period 
of the General Plan's approval. In 1935 the first stage of the 
Underground was opened. The giant constmetion sites ex-
tended the Channel Moscow-Volga. The enaetment of the 
Central Committee, the Party and the government of the 
USSR on the General Reconstruction Plan of Moscow men-
tioned that "in the ... replanning of the city it is necessary 
to realize the entire architectural strueture of Squares, high
ways, embankments. parks, using for the constmetion of 
housing and public buildings the best patterns of the clas-
sical and newest architecture. as well as all achievements of 
architectural and constmetive technics". So the imagination 
of architects drew the city of the future, "the socialist Red 
Moscow". 

The most important enterprises in the realization of the 
General Plan of Moscow were the reorganization of the city 
centre and the main highways: Gorky street, Avenue Mo-
zhayskoye, Pervaya Meshchanskaya, and Bolshaya Ka-
lushskaya street. The highways were straightened and wid-
ened until 60 metres and were constmeted by the multi-sto-
reyed houses and public buildings (the height of the con
struetions varies: 6 to 7 storeys for housing estates. up to 
20 storeys for public buildings). Düring that decade the 
breaking through of three wide streets which were laying 
in the city were projected in order to link and correct the 
existing streets. As a consequence of a number of such re-
constmetive actions foreseen by the General Plan, Moscow 
found the perfect centre. It was considered as an entire 
space formed by the interconnected Squares - Red. Revolu
tion, Sverdlov, avenue Marx. Now radial highways linked 
the city centre with the periphery. An architect could think 
about the town planning only as a sum of ensembles, he 
could work only in an "ensemble" way. 

In the Soviel architecture from 1930 to 1950 the problem 
of the architectural ensemble was considered as of the first 
priority. The famous theoretician and art historian David Ar-
kin wrote: "An ensemble - which is the highest form of ar
chitectural creation - is based in our understanding not on 
the emphasizing of a definite city segment from the maSS of 
surrounding houses but by the constmetion according to 
the plan of a whole city". The art of an ensemble could be 
reboant exdusivcly "in conditions of sotialism", and the 
space for human life and activity was provided as "the main 
content of the architectural ensemble". So an ensemble has 
been becoming the new unit of the measurement for archi
tectural space put over a street. a Square, a lx>ulevard. a dis-
trict and an entire c ity. The socialist city was foreseen by its 
Creators as "an association of big artistic ensembles". Many 
discussions and reports were dedicated to the problem ol 
an ensemble. Architects were recommended to construi t in 
the way 'if ein ensembles which promoted the evidenee of 
the architectural character of every city unit by the architec
tural means. The city was treated as an entire and indivisi-
ble architectural organism which composed a mosaic of a 
set of the repeated elements concentrated in their own non-
dismemlx-red compositons. "The l'ight for the ensemble city 
construetion, for the expression and the strength of an en
semble is a significant und unseparate part of the fight for 
the style of Soviet architecture, for the architectural style of 
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the greal Stalinist epoch" - declared Arkin. The mala en-
semble öf euch city centre hacl to become the Square "for 
manifestations and parades on the territory of which during 
the days of feasts and great politica! events the peoplc's 
masses meet the elected leaders and their heroes". 

Architects tended to supply diese Squares by comfortable 
accesses and streets for the evacuation of niasses. The space 
of this ensemble was a scene, the buildings were decorations 
for parade nieetings and assemblies. Often Squares looked 
like antic agores and forums. due to their closed composi
tum. On the main Squares of cities there were usually 
situated the Houses of Soviets, governmental and adminis
trative edifices. They created the nucleus of an ensemble 

According to the General Plan of 1935 the embankments 
had to be enriched by new representative buildings. The 
author's collcctive under the guidance of Z. Rozenfeld was 
inspired in the projects of the embankments Smolenskaya 
and Kostovskaya by the architectura] heritage of the past 
According to the author's words the quest for a majestic. 
festive and optimistic architecture has led to the creation of 
features being relative to the style of French classicism and 
the ideas of the French Revolution. 

Dcsigned by Rozenfeld and others. buildings ought lo be 
united along the river which created the background for 
"the strong and fullfilled theme of arcades, accesses and 
columns". The entnmce in the city along the Smolenskaya 
street is flanked by edifices with a height tili 50 metres. hav-
ing a complicated rhythm of facades and columns. The 
height of some houses was 8-storeyed (32 m). To avoid the 
Impression of a river's "pression" there were intervals of 
green Spaces up to 100 nietres between the building. All de
signed constructions were situated along the river on the 
embankment. 

In the project of A. Shchussev and M. Rostkovsky "the 
houses of 8, 9 and 15 storeys form picturesque ensembles 
and were orientated to sunsct. creating the new ünage Ol 
Moscow". The houses are situated on the perimeter of the 
embankments. According to the original plans. the semu ir-
Ciliar buildings were turned to the river and put in both 
quarters - Smolenskaya and Kostovskaya. The axis of the 
compositum of these quarteis w ere linked w ith the axis ol 
the opposed bank of the Moscow river. The corners were 
marked by 25-storeyed towers. 

Thanks to arcades w hich opcned a view to the courtyards 
a connection was created between the quarters' interiors 
and the river banks. From this impressive ensemble onlj 
the well known building of Shchussev on Rostovskaya em
bankment was erected. The construction of Smolenskaya 
embankment was finished in 1957, but the high building on 
Smolenskaya Square by V. Ghelfreikh and M. Minkus was 
constructed from 1949 to 1953. Nowadays the embank
ments panorama is formed by buildings of the thirties. til-
ties and seventies. 

A very characteristic example of the constructions ol the 
period from 1940 to 1950 is the Frunzenskaya embankment. 
one of the most important realizations of Stalinist architec
ture ensembles. The constructions of the Frunzenskaya em
bankment had to be expanded up to the new highway link
in« the square of the Palace of Soviets and the University 
on Lenin s Hills. The whole project was conceived as a 
complex formed by a numlx.-r o f b i g housing c|uaners unit
ed by the common compositional idea. One of the positive 

characters of this construction (N. Ullas guided the collec
tive of architects) was the emphasize on the central domi-
nating building on the background of each quarter. These 
buildings formed the linking compositional assembly piec-
es and created a rhythmical rovv leading to the planned ma
jestic Palace of Soviets. 

The town planning by ensembles became a norm. Just 
along the length and depth of its quarters the highw ay had 
to form the entire artistic ensemble. In the context of the 
General Plan of 1935 the Gorky street had been trans-
formed in a boulevard. lined by big multi-storeyed edifices. 
In the following years of the reconstruction it was contin-
ued by buildings of a rather pompous architecture. vvhen 
the theme of victory, memory and heroicism sounded 
stronger and stronger. "In most cases these are rather the 
project-dreams of ideal cities which became monuments of 
victory themselves. The image of the culture of the w ar pe-
riod cannot exist without them" wrote M. Astafieva-Dlugach 
about the numerous reconstruction projects <>| destroyed 
cities which were elalxmited just after the war in 19*5. The 
main streets of the restored cities were consiclered as the tri
umphal roads and couldn't be presenied without high 
buildings. The construction of those buildings in Moscow 
was the continuation and clevelopment of this theme. The 
creation of big ensembles of streets. Squares and city com-
plexes were projected in this context. 

The construction of the University of Lenin s Hill coincid-
ed with the beginning of the majestic construction of the 
new capital district. The highness of its compositum was an 
obligatory condition by governmental enactment. The main 
building of the University crowned by the spire and a star 
had to dominate over the whole complex. I.ower parts of 
the building attended to the main tower form the gradual 
transfer to the lateral wings. The ensemble developes in 
space the precise axial composition. On the south-western 
side the symmetrical buildings of faculties form the court
yards for the solemn accesses to the highest central part. 

The same solemn approach to the Moscow river is real-
ized as a System ol green alleys. Squares, parterre with a 
huge water mirror and fountains. The building of the 1 Uni
versity w as situated on the axis of the highw ay Coming from 
the Lenin s Hills to the south-western district. This central 
highw ay was attended by two radial streets of such a length 
which could underline the significance of the composition. 
These high buildings enormously influenccd the taste of 
Moscow architects. High Units began to appear in all pro
jects of quarters. Squares, highways. 

The construction of the University imitated the realization 
of "high buildings". constructions that were decreted by the 
enactment of the party and the government in 1947. The 
city needed new dominants. The system of high buildings 
developes two principal historical traditions lor the distrihu-
tion of verticals: along the Moscow river and around the 
Kremlin. Seven high buildings were situated in the assem
bly points of the city plan on the intersections of radial 
highways with the ring Sadovoye and the Moscow river 
having the University as a keynote on Lenin s Hills. 

High buildings created the entire giant ensemble in the 
city space. There is an opinion that these buildings found 
the pyramidal Skyline after the direct Instruction of Stalin to 
strengthen "the muscovite characteristic ". Of course their 
huge volumes have broken the old Moscow's scale. have 
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clianged the height of the central part of tbe city, have in-
tervened ÜW strong accents in its Skyline. From the begin-
ning these buildings were conceived as "monument build-
ings", glorifying the victory in the Great War for the 
Motherland's Defence. Generally these building rather fa-
vourably were enlisted in the context of city. 

The All Union Agricultural Exposition in Moscow. built 
just before World War II (1939/1940, reconstructed from 
1950 to 1954) represented the creative top of the Stalinist 
architecture of the fifties. 
The master plan of the ideal 
city: regularity, regulär geo-
metrical Spaces put in a row 
along the inain axis, the pa-
rade architecture of pavil-
lions. Düring this period the 
role of the monumental and 
decorative an in the «In
struction of cities strongly 
increased. Sculpture be-
came practically an obliga-
tory unit of city ensembles, 
and the architecture of ex-
position w as saturated by 
the sculptural compositons 
in honour of "the free la-
Ixmr under socialism". 

In the nineteen-fifties a 
clear theoretical mcxlel of 
ensembles came to the 
forth concerning a set of 
postulates and conditions 
to which all projects and 
practica] realizations in this 
field had to Ix- reponed. 
The complex of the Exposi
tion of the achievements of people's economy was the per-
fect example of this models realization. Now its architec
ture provokes rather contradictory opinions. They often call 
the ensemble of the Exposition "the Soviel monument of 
the epoch" created especially for the immortalization and 
conservation of the image not of the separate historical 
event. but of the image of the ensemble of that epoch. It 
had .i lot of negative marks, Ix-camc u synonym <>l bad 
taste, eclecticism. decorativism ... T<xlay we look at the Ex
position as a curiosity, a heritage precisely reflecting "the 
spirit of an epoch". 

Some conclusions: why should we conserve the remnants 
of unrealized utopias which are the fragments of the Stalin
ist ensembles? The imperial ränge is feit in the majority of 
the buildings of the nineteen-fifties Ix-ginning with the 
monumental architecture of (hose houses, the increasing di-
mensions of the district, the height of the buildings. This ar
chitecture has links with ihe utopian projects of the French 
Revolution. And it seems to be approved that the experi-
ence of Soviel architecture developed during 20 years from 
constaictivism to a sort of Stalinist An Deco. This represents 
a great interest, especially in comparison with the architec
ture of other totalitarian dictatorships. 

Created as a result of planned ideological activity the en
sembles of the city of Moscow from 1930 to 1950 can be 
considered as a grandiose Performance - an experiment as-
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Projecl for Wosstanijaplatz, Moscow 

sembled for the decoration of demonstrations, meetings, 
processions, revolutionary feasts. Unfortunately the majori
ty of them were not realized because of World War II. 

The inclusion of the city board in the ensemble. the strict 
reglementation of the architectural composition from the 
top to beneath led to the fact that the Stalinist architecture 
with its diversity of the architectural and spacious Solutions 
represents a stylistically eclectic, but common section of 
such a great historical city as Moscow. 

Every generation learned 
certain lessons from the ex-
periences of the preceding 
generations. In this sense 
the architecture of the "-
epoch of Stalinist masters" 
left an extremely rieh heri
tage not only in national, 
but also in the universal ar
chitecture of that epoch. 
Otherwise how is it possible 
to explain the fact that nu-
merous unrealized utopian 
projects of that era repre-
senting neo-antic ideal cities 
populated by "free Soviet 
people" are of the 'irrepeat-
able" beauty and mastership 
of the graphic expression 
which admires the contem-
porary architect by its ränge 
and inspiration? And don't 
you have a presentiment 
that the "environmental ap-
proach" in town planning is 
going to fail in favour of the 
"ensemble one"? 
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